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NEWTON’S METHOD IN PRACTICE: FINDING ALL ROOTS OF

POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE ONE MILLION EFFICIENTLY

DIERK SCHLEICHER AND ROBIN STOLL

Abstract. We use Newton’s method to find all roots of several polynomials in
one complex variable of degree up to and exceeding one million and show that
the method, applied to appropriately chosen starting points, can be turned into
an algorithm that can be applied routinely to find all roots without deflation
and with the inherent numerical stability of Newton’s method.

We specify an algorithm that provably terminates and finds all roots of
any polynomial of arbitrary degree, provided all roots are distinct and exact
computation is available. It is known that Newton’s method is inherently
stable, so computing errors do not accumulate; we provide an exact bound on
how much numerical precision is sufficient.

1. Introduction

Figure 1. The dynamics of Newton’s method for a polynomial of
degree 12. Different colors indicate starting points that converge
to different roots, and different shades of color indicate the speed
of convergence to that root.

Finding roots of equations, especially polynomial equations, is one of the oldest
tasks in mathematics; solving any equation f(x) = g(x) means finding roots of (f−
g)(x). This task is of fundamental importance in modern computer algebra systems,
as well as for geometric modelling. Newton’s method, as the name indicates, is one
of the oldest methods for approximating roots of smooth maps, and in many cases
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